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THE COOL GHOUL  

poem by David Rimelis 

 

(To be spoken over the repeated first four measures of the score)  

 

In the darkest dungeons of symphony,  

arising from the ca-coffin-y,  

to walk through time over rotting trom-bones 

 and fill the night with ghastly tones,  

where woodwinds wail and trumpets growl, 

 where violins rage and horror horns howl, 

 it is here that the musical monsters rule, 

 you hear the cries of the Cool Ghoul ...  
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Scary laugh on mic (lots of reverb)
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Moan (on mic)
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Growl (on mic)
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Hideous laugh (on mic)
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Selected Large and Chamber Orchestra Publications
FULL ENSEMBLE WORKS

BACH, J.S.
Cailliet, Lucien

Fervent Is My Longing (Grade 4)A28C HL3770092
This orchestration of Bach's organ choral prelude "Fervent Is My Longing" is my Lucien 
Cailliet, and was originally published by LeBlanc Publications.  This scoring was created for 
instruments commonly found in the school setting, including Bb trumpets and optional 
saxophones.

BARNES, JAMES
Celebration Overture (Grade 4)A48C HL3770154

This joyful overture provides intermediate to advancing players the opportunity to engage 
symphonic music without overly difficult technical sections.

DANIELS, M.L.
Celebration (Grade 5)A30C HL3770099

This exciting concert overture makes a great choice as a concert opener or closer for an 
advanced high school orchestra.

Hunters Song and Jig (Grade 4)A44C HL3770142
"Hunter's Song and Jig" was written in the Spring of 1999 especially for the Texas Orchestra 
Directors' Association composition contest.  The "Hunter's Song" was originally composed 
for a motion picture that was to be filmed in Louisiana.  Though unfortunately the movie was 
never completed for budgetary reasons, Daniels' piece, written for the film's hunting scene, 
became the source material for the 1st movement.  The "Jig" section was newly composed 
for the contest, and the piece took 1st prize.

GRAINGER, PERCY ALDRIDGE
Rogers, R. Mark

Colonial Song for Orchestra (Grade 5)A41C HL3770131
This work expresses the composers impressions on the scenery and people of his native 
land, Australia. The scoring is arranged so that the lead male and female vocal lines can 
optionally be played by string trio. This edition by Mark Rogers utilizes authentic Grainger 
source materials to make this the closest version to the composer's intentions anywhere.

The Merry KingA37 HL3770117
"The Merry King" is a folk song from Sussex, England.  Percy Grainger originally transcribed 
the melody in 1905, sketched for chorus within the year after, then set it for piano or small 
orchestra between 1936 and 1939.  This edition for full orchestra has been arranged by R. 
Mark Rogers.

Tune in a Popular London Style for Orchestra 
(Grade 4)

A49C HL3770157

This is movement No. 2 from the suite "In a Nutshell" scored for symphonic band by Mark 
Rogers.  No actual folk songs or any other popular tunes were used in the suite, according to 
the composer.  The piano is not treated as a virtuoso solo instrument, but merely as a 
"somewhat outstanding item of the general band make-up."  The musical material, 
composed in London, dates from about 1912, and was worked out and scored during the 
winter of 1915/16 in New York City and in railway trains.

MCBETH, W FRANCIS
Kaddish (Grade 5)A19C HL3770075

To the beloved memory of James Clifton Williams.

MLYNARSKI, EMIL
Cailliet, Lucien

Mazurka (Grade 4)A46C HL3770148
Emil Mlynarski (1870-1935) was a Polish composer and conductor.  He studied violin with 
Leopold Auer, piano with Anton Rubenstien, and composition with Anatoly Liadiv at the St. 
Petersburg Conservatory.  His principle career was as a conductor with both the Warsaw 
Opera and the Warsaw Philharmonic.  This orchestration of his "Mazurka" was created by 
Lucien Cailliet.

SOUSA, JOHN PHILIP
Rogers, R. Mark

Three Quotations (Suite for Orchestra) (Grade 4)A40C HL3770128

STRAVINSKY, IGOR
Kennedy, Tom A.

Le Sacre Du Printemps (The Rite of Spring) 
(Grade 4)

A39 HL3770124

The third of three ballet scores commissioned by Serge Diaghilev for the Ballet Russes from 
the composer, "Le Sacre du Printeps" (The Rite of Spring) called for an enormous orchestra.  
This arrangement was created to produce an abridged, reduced orchestration of Stravinsky's 
masterwork.  All sections of the ballet which are included in this arrangement are presented 
in their original keys so that the players will be exposed to the important excerpts 
untransposed.  The order of all scenes is faithful to the original score.

TULL, FISHER
Fanfare for Orchestra and Antiphonal Brass 
(Grade 5)

A33C HL3770105

This fanfare for orchestra and antiphonal brass requires an advanced group of trumpet and 
trombone brass players.

SOLO WOODWIND(S) WITH ENSEMBLE

FUCIK, JULIUS
Rogers, R. Mark

The Old Sore-Head (Der Alte Brummbar) for 
Basson and Orchestra (Grade 4)

A47C HL3770151

Also titled "Der alte Brummbar" (The Old Grumbling Bear).  By Julius Fucik, justifiably called 
the "Czech March King", this "polka comique" came to the attention of the editor when he 
began searching for "concert in the park" bassoon solo pieces.  The title is thought to be a 
musical portrait, either of Fucik himself or of some cranky older bassoonist that Fucik met in 
his long career.  The score and parts encourage a comic performance rather than an 
exercise in virtuosity.  Arrangements include: solo with piano (SU422), concert band 
(S776CB), and orchestra (A47C).

SOLO BRASS WITH ENSEMBLE

TCHAIKOVSKY, PETER
Sansone, Lorenzo

Chanson Triste for Horn and OrchestraA9 HL3770167

SOLO STRINGS WITH ENSEMBLE

FIOCCO, JOSEPH HECTOR
Cailliet, Lucien

Allegro (Grade 4)A17C HL3770069
This orchestration by Cailliet is scored vertically for the ensemble, allowing the solo violinist 
the opportunity to shine.

SOLO VOICE(S) WITH ENSEMBLE

CAMPHOUSE, MARK
Symphony No. 3: from Ivy Green for Soprano 
and Wind Orchestra (Grade 6)

S785CB HL3778475

This is six-movement piece for soprano solo and wind orchestra is a setting of the words of 
Helen Keller, America's first lady of courage, who was born in Ivy Green, a lovely 640-acre 
tract in historic Tuscumbia, Alabama.  Movements: I. Prelude (Wind Orchestra only), II. The 
Well, III. Hold Out Your Hands, IV. The Heart of Darkness, V. Silence Sits Immense Upon 
My Soul, VI. Epilogue (They Took Away)
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